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INTRODUCTION

Public competitions for monuments and 
memorials have always attracted the at-
tention of historians of art and architecture; 
whether due to the formal innovations and/
or visionary concept they tend to generate, 
or their role in establishing new standards 
and procedures for the evaluation and 
selection of public art and architecture. 
Needless to say, some of the major inter-
national public competitions and their 
winning projects, such as that for the Un-
known Political Prisoner in Berlin (1953), or 
the competitions for monuments commem-
orating victims of the Holocaust in the for-
mer Nazi concentration camps in Germany 
and Poland,227 have become indispensable 
references in the history of the post-war 
modernism, and important case studies for 
studying underlying mechanisms of Cold 
War cultural politics.228 More recently, public 

227  see, for example, literature on 
the Monument to the Victims of Fascism 
in auschwitz: katarzyna Murwaska-
Muthesisus, “oskar Hansen and the 
auschwitz Countermemorial, 1958–1959,” in 
Figuration/abstraction: strategies for 
public sculpture in europe, 1945–1968, 
ed. Charlotte Benton (London: ashgate 
publishing Limited; Henry Moore institute, 
2004), 193–211. For competitions for the 
international memorial in dachau, see: 
andrea ridle, and Lukas schretter, eds., 
das internacionale Mahnmal von nandor 
Glid. idee, wettbewerbe, realisirung 
(Berlin: Metropol-Verlag, 2015).

228  see, for example: Joan Marter, 
“the ascendancy of abstraction for 
public art: the Monument to the Unknown 
political prisoner Competition,” art 
Journal. sculpture in postwar europe and 
america 1945–1959, vol. 53, no. 4 (1994): 
28–36; robert Burstow, “western european 
Modernism in the service of american 
Cold-war Liberalism.“ in art and ideology: 

competitions for war memorials, such as the 
Vietnam War Memorial in the United States, 
and the growing number of memorials to 
Holocaust victims and victims of “totali-
tarianism” in Europe and North America, 
have played a significant role in tackling 
contemporary relationships between aes-
thetic and political concerns.229 
If research on 20th-century architectur-
al competitions – itself a relatively young 
field of academic enquiry230 – is still pre-
dominantly focused on the big centres in 

the nineteen-Fifties in a divided europe, 
ed. Ljiljana kolešnik (Zagreb: društvo 
povjesničara umjetnosti Hrvatske, 2004), 
37–56.

229  see, for examples: peter Carrier, 
“Memorial fixation. the Monument for 
the murdered Jews of europe in Berlin,” 
Život umjetnosti, no. 64 (2001): 118–131; 
peter Carrier, “anti-totalitarian rhetoric 
in Contemporary German politics (its 
ambivalent objects and Consistent 
Metaphors),” Human affairs, no. 21 (2011): 
27–34. doi: 10.2478/s13374-011-0004-x.

230  the academic interest for an ana-
lytic approach to this topic appeared in 
the late 1980s to early 1990s. see, for 
example: Helene Lipstadt: the experimental 
tradition: essays on Competitions in 
architecture (princeton architectural pr, 
1989). one of the reasons for such inter-
est in that particular time period “may 
be found in the deregulation and market 
orientation of the building constructions 
sector during the 1980s and the reregu-
lation in the 1990s through the european 
parliament and Council directive”. Jonas 
e. andersson, Gerd Bloxham Zettersten, 
and Magnus rönn, “editors’ Comments,” in 
architectural Competitions – Histories and 
practice, ed. Jonas e. andersson, Gerd 
Bloxham Zettersten, and Magnus rönn (the 
royal institute of technology and rio 
kulturkooperativ, 2013), 7–8.

Between Creativity and pragmatism: a structural analysis 
and Quantitative survey of Federal Competitions for yugoslav 
Monuments and Memorial Complexes (1955–1980) 

doi: https://doi.org/10.31664/9789537875596.06
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the West,231 the scope of knowledge on the 
specific niche of war memorial competi-
tions is even more limited, or more tightly 
embedded into grand-narrative schemes. 
The history of the commissioning and pro-
duction of post-WWII monuments and me-
morials, especially those related to wartime 
events that are tasked with embodying and 
transferring traumatic experience and so-
cial memory, serve as imprints of cultural, 
political and social issues of the Cold War 
era. In this regard, a comprehensive survey 
of international competitions for monu-
ments, and their role in cultural and po-
litical exchange and networking, could be 
especially useful. 
However, in South-Eastern Europe, the po-
tential for architectural competitions to be-
come the subject of academic research 
has only recently been recognized. In for-
mer Yugoslavia, competitions for monu-
ments were mostly dealt with through in-
dividual case studies.232 More systematic 
and problem-oriented approaches have 
been pioneered only recently.233 Not only 

231  see, for example, the index and 
the timeline of the 202 cited competi-
tions in the publication: Chupin, Jean-
pierre, Carmela Cucuzzella and Bechara 
Helal (eds). architecture Competitions 
and the production of Culture, Quality 
and knowledge: an international inquiry. 
potential architecture Books inc., 2015, 
133–141.

232  see the texts published in the 
thematic volume anali Galerije antuna 
augustinčića, no. 32–33; 34–35 (2015).

233  see: Grozdana Šišović: architectural 
Competition practice and the issue of 
autonomy of architecture, phd thesis 
(Belgrade: University of Belgrade – 
Faculty of architecture, 2016); tamara 
Bjažić klarin: arhitektonski i urbanis-
tički natječaji između dva svjetska rata 
(1918.–1941.) – slučaj Zagreb (Zagreb: 
institute of art History, 2018).

do such surveys reveal forgotten artistic 
and architectural projects, but they broad-
en our knowledge on the “history of ide-
as”, and open up new perspectives on the 
cultural and political circumstances that 
conditioned the acceptance or refusal 
of innovative concepts. Such research is, 
however, encumbered by various practical 
obstacles. The models and drawings for 
competition entries have not always been 
preserved, mainly because their authors 
(especially visual artists), immersed in the 
spirit of the forward-looking progress of 
modernism, were at the time often unaware 
of their importance, or simply uninterested 
in the process of self-archiving. Another im-
portant obstacle is the lack of institutional 
upkeep of the documentation for compe-
titions. This issue is especially pertinent in 
the local context, which – largely due to 
political reasons – has undergone drastic 
infrastructural changes since the 1990s, 
being exposed to the negative social atti-
tudes to the legacy of post-war modernism, 
especially its more ideologically overt seg-
ments, such as monuments and memorials 
from the socialist era.
The present study, however, takes a different 
path in an effort to approach this complex, 
yet crucial, segment of the modernist pro-
duction of the second half of the 20th cen-
tury. Instead of analysing individual com-
petition proposals, the aim is to approach 
the phenomenon of federal public competi-
tions for monuments as platforms for social 
networking and exchange, and as a source 
of valuable statistical data that can outline 
the overall configuration of high-level me-
morial production in Yugoslavia. In other 
words, the aim of this paper is not to discuss 
the artistic and architectural achievements 
of awarded competition entries, but to out-
line and discuss the structural parameters 
of the very system that conditioned the pro-
duction of memorials in the given context. 
The basic tenets of the present approach 

rely on the idea that the production of mon-
uments in the period of Socialism in former 
Yugoslavia was a dynamic process, defined 
by different practices present in various lev-
els of production, involving diverse social 
agents with distinctive roles and dynamic 
interrelations.234 These processes were di-
rected and managed by various federal, re-
public or local organizations, or individual 
stakeholders, whose actions and decisions 
on collective commemorative activities, in-
cluding the construction of monuments, 
were conditioned by available material re-
sources and guided by legal regulations. 
Different models and levels of production 
constantly coexisted and merged through-
out the socialist period, resulting in various 
scales, types and degrees of formal and/
or morphological innovation. In order to 
understand the overall system of production 
and its artistic and architectural achieve-
ments, historians should – as fully and as 
comprehensively as possible – take into 
account and understand the interactions 
and relations between various and numer-
ous actors participating in these processes. 
Due to the obvious limitations regarding re-
construction of an all-encompassing social 
network of these processes, this analysis is 
focused on examining a clearly detectable 
and fixed segment of the said production, 
defined by the same legal framework, and a 
limited number of involved actors – namely, 
the federal public competitions, and the 
networks of its jury members and awarded 
participants. 
The methodology applied in this case study 
challenges the predominant approach to 
authorship in the field of production of 

234  see Chapter 2 of the doctoral disser-
tation on memorial production in Croatia. 
sanja Horvatinčić, “spomenici iz razdo-
blja socijalizma u Hrvatskoj – prijedlog 
tipologije” (Zadar: University of Zadar, 
2017), 47–152.

post-war monuments in Yugoslavia. Instead 
of focusing on the formal aspects of par-
ticular realized projects, the combination of 
historiographical research and the results 
of quantitative and network analysis aims 
to analyse what was happening ‘behind 
the scenes’: What were the mechanisms 
and who were the actors that enabled the 
production of the phenomenon referred 
to as ‘Yugoslav monuments’? Apart from 
their common historical and ideological 
references, what else contributed to the 
notion of shared heritage associated with 
these objects today?235 What were the main 
features of awarded participants and jury 
members in terms of their gender, profes-
sion, place of origin, and what can this data 
tell us about the function of federal com-
petitions for monuments in Socialist Yugo-
slavia? One particularly important aspect 
of this analysis is the equal treatment of 
jury members, that is, acknowledging their 
active role in the field of memorial produc-
tion, and their introduction to the (hi)story of 
monument-making. This very notion opens 
up new perspectives on several important 
issues regarding the physiognomy of the 
whole field and the structural roles of cer-
tain central figures within the system: How 
were the roles of the two different types of 
involved actors – those of the competitor 
and the evaluator – distributed, and what 
can we learn from their conflicting positions 
within the system? What are the implications 
of the fact that one of the most prominent 
and important authors of monuments in 
Socialist Yugoslavia appears as the cen-
tral figure in jury member networks? What 

235  see the analysis on the notion of 
shared heritage in contemporary heritage 
management practices in former yugoslavia: 
Marija Jauković, “to share or to keep: 
the afterlife of yugoslavia’s Heritage 
and the Contemporary Heritage Management 
practices,” politička misao: časopis za 
politologiju, Vol. 51 no. 5 (2014): 80–104. 126 127



does the fact that the proportion of wom-
en among the awarded projects’ teams is 
higher than the average seen in the field of 
memorial production mean? 
However, while trying to answer the above 
questions, the primary aim of this case study 
is not to provide definitive conclusions, but 
to test the possibilities, and indicate the 
pros and cons of quantitative and network 
analysis when it comes to relatively small 
datasets on temporally and spatially limited 
historical phenomena. 

TOWARD A QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS: 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF FEDERAL 
COMPETITIONS FOR MONUMENTS 
IN SOCIALIST YUGOSLAVIA 

An anonymous public competition is a dem-
ocratic procedure through which communi-
ties aim to secure the most aesthetically and 
functionally adequate solutions for objects 
of common or public interest. Apart from the 
rebuilding of the war-devastated country, 
one such interest in post-war Yugoslavia was 
the construction of memorials and monu-
ments that paid homage to the huge human 
losses, honoured the heroes and hundreds of 
thousands of antifascists that fought in the 
war, commonly referred to as the Yugoslav 
Peoples’ Liberation Struggle.236 The collec-
tive effort to commemorate the dead and 
celebrate the achieved freedom and pro-
gress based on proclaimed social and eth-
nic equality was aligned with the dominant 
political interests of the ruling Communist 

236  during the four years of war in the 
Balkans, some 800,000 yugoslavs joined the 
peoples’ Liberation struggle; one of the 
highest proportions of participation in 
armed anti-fascist resistance in europe. 
it ended with some of highest numbers of 
casualties, both military and civilian. 
tony Judt, postwar: a History of europe 
since 1945 (new york: the penguin press, 
2005), 18.

Party. The temporal and thematic scope of 
commemorated events often transcended 
the period of the Second World War, incor-
porating historical episodes that had previ-
ously remained uncommemorated, such as 
workers’ struggles and peasant uprisings. 
The cult and memory of contemporary pol-
iticians, intellectuals and political move-
ments, such as the geo-political position of 
Non-Alignment, was also mediated in public 
space through monuments and memorial 
parks. Artists and architects were heavily 
involved in the task of monument building, 
while their personal poetics, expressed 
through contemporary artistic means, be-
came more and more encouraged, result-
ing in distinctive individual embodiments 
of collective traumas based on innovative 
and collaborative practices that aimed to 
surpass traditional disciplinary boundaries. 
These solutions were no longer simply ex-
pected to narrate the past events, but also 
to emphasize their progressive character 
through the use of contemporary artistic 
and architectural means.
The organization of public competitions 
for monuments began immediately after 
the war had ended, based in part on the 
standards and practices inherited from the 
interwar period. Some fundamental com-
petition regulations had been established 
as the result of professional architects’ as-
sociations’ continuous strive for more open 
and democratic procedures.237 Despite the 
different ideological framework, architec-
tural competitions had already played an 
important role in the cultural exchange of 
knowledge and ideas on national level dur-
ing the monarchic period. Although some 
projects were submitted by the architects 
who had gained experience and knowledge 
by living abroad, competitions primarily 
functioned as the connecting tissue of the 

237  Bjažić klarin, arhitektonski i urban-
istički natječaji.

Yugoslav cultural space, and as an impor-
tant platform for experiment and innova-
tion. Already at that time, as Grozdana šišk-
ović claims, competitions had the potential 
to spread new ideas and concepts within 
the pubic cultural sphere. In this way, ar-
chitectural projects not only influenced the 
trends within a single architectural scene, 
but their mediative role often proved to be 
the central facet of architectural compe-
titions.238

In the first post-war decade, federal Yu-
goslav competitions for monuments rarely 
gave rise to satisfactory results. Conven-
tional typologies and relatively conservative 
formal solutions prevailed until the early-to-
mid-1950s. But perhaps more importantly, 
the engagement of a wider public in critical 
discussions on this topic had not yet been 
achieved or even welcomed. The aim seems 
not to have been to foment experimenta-
tion and innovation, but to achieve the 
greatest possible efficiency and quality of 
production. For that reason, projects were 
often directly commissioned from highly 
skilled and experienced authors who had 
established themselves during in the in-
terwar period. They were now promoted to 
the position of masters who supervised and 
controlled production through a system of 
State Masters’ Workshops (Državne majstor-
ske radionice) for sculpture, painting and 
architecture, established in the immediate 
wake of the war in Belgrade, Zagreb and 
Ljubljana. Even when federal competitions 
were organized, the ambitious proposals for 
monuments were often rejected or the deci-
sions for casting or installing them would be 
postponed, as if juries were anticipating a 
different course of development of memo-
rial production in the following decade.239 

238  Šišković, architectural Competition 
practice, 184.

239  the competition documentation and in-
formation on federal competitions from the 

Typified production was not only based on 
ideological concerns. The social request for 
memorials exponentially grew in the early 
1950s, putting pressure on sculptors and 
architects to achieve a rapid and efficient 
production rhythm, which was manifested in 
standard typologies and repetitive motives, 
at times even recycled from the interwar 
period. With recognizable imprints of big 
architectural names, such as Jože Plečnik in 
Ljubljana, distinctive architectural schools 
were formed. However, due to the disci-
plinary division in workshops, architects’ 
involvement in monument-making was 
primarily manifested though collaborative 
assistance. The focus upon the formal qual-
ities of central sculptural elements meant 
that projects would usually be credited to 
sculptors alone. For a change to occur, it 
was not only necessary to modernize the 
formal treatment of individual segments, 
but to come up with new collaborative 
methods that would enable a more com-
prehensive approach to the given task and 
the achievement of the so-much appraised 
modernist notion of the synthesis of all arts.
In the wake of the political turmoil of 1948, a 
more liberal understanding of cultural pro-
duction in Yugoslavia diversified the field, 
encouraging a new generation of visual 
artists and architects – well trained in the 
aforementioned workshops – to experiment 
with new formal solutions, looking for in-
spiration during state-sponsored scholar-
ships in the Western European centres and 
in imported modern art and architecture 
exhibitions and magazines. Many sculptors 
and architects began to forge successful 

early post-war period is rather scarce. 
early yugoslav competitions for monuments 
included: Monument to Marko orešković in 
korenica, Croatia (1946), Monument to the 
Liberators of skopje, Macedonia (1946). 
Jajinci Memorial park, near Belgrade 
(1947–1948), Memorial ossuary of the Fallen 
partisans of dalmatia (1948).128 129



solo careers, and new public tasks – in-
cluding competition calls for monuments 
and memorial complexes – significantly 
influenced their studio practices, and en-
couraged them to undertake interdiscipli-
nary collaborative work.
Despite sporadic examples of new con-
cepts for monuments that had already 
been realized in the early 1950s – Edvard 
Ravnikar in Slovenia, Zdenko Kolacio in 
Croatia, or Bogdan Bogdanović in Serbia 
– the scope of new tendencies in memorial 
sculpture became fully visible at federal 
competitions for monuments organized 
from the mid-1950s. Encouraged by Yu-
goslav participation at major internation-
al events such as the competition for the 
Monument to the Unknown Political Prisoner 
held in 1952–1953,240 and by the critical re-
action to the jury’s rejection of Vojin Bakić’s 
proposal for the for the Monument to Marx 
and Engels in Belgrade,241 the younger gen-
eration of artists and architects started to 
perceive competitions as an opportunity to 

240  in a 1980 interview, dušan džamonja 
points to the importance of this inter-
national competition for his own work. 
radmila radojković, “dušan džamonja: 
spomenik – izraz iskustva i povjerenja,” 
Četvrti Jul, 15 January 1980: 14. 

241  the reaction came shortly after the 
jury’s rejection was made public. see: 
Milan prelog, “djelo Vojina Bakića,” 
pogledi, no. 11 (1953): 912–919., published 
as an english translation in: Ljiljana 
kolešnik, ed., Hrvatska likovna kritika 
50-ih – izabrani tekstovi (Croatian art 
Criticism of the 1950s – selected essays) 
(Zagreb: društvo povjesničara umjetnosti 
Hrvatske, 1999), 453–469. For an analysis 
of the consequences this event had for 
art production and art criticism, see: 
Ljiljana kolešnik: između istoka i zapa-
da. Hrvatska umjetnost i likovna kritika 
50-ih godina (Zagreb: institut za povijest 
umjetnosti, 2006), 312–316.

anonymously present new ideas.242 Almost 
as a rule, winning projects were extensively 
discussed and often harshly criticized in 
the media, tensions and polemics became 
more common, references to Western Eu-
ropean practices entered the field of crit-
ical discourse, and competitions began to 
play the central role in generating a new 
theoretical discourse on war memorials, as 
well as on public art and the production of 
space in general (Ill. 1).
However, change did not only come about 
as a result of the generational shift among 
the competitors; the investors and organ-
izing committees realized that no progress 
would be made unless competition propo-
sitions were adapted to the specificities of 
new tasks, and unless the field of memorial 
production – as with other fields of artis-
tic and architectural production – were to 
become more open and inviting towards 
contemporary art and ever more complex 
and innovative collaborative practices. Ac-
cordingly, competition juries grew in num-
ber and became more diversified in terms 
of their members’ professional orientations. 
Due to its wide-reaching response from the 
younger generation, and the widespread 
critical echo it produced in the media, the 
competition for the Monument to the Victims 
of Fascism in Jajinci near Belgrade is par-
ticularly worthy of mention. The propositions 
for this open, anonymous Yugoslav compe-
tition seem to have established standards 
and remained one of the key referential 
points for decades to come. The Organizing 
Committee requested competitors to show 
the “full freedom (…) to think and develop 
the solution”, by combining artistic, archi-

242  During the 1950 and 1960s, many 
sculptors and architects participated in 
major international competitions for mon-
uments (Auschwitz, Dachau), with some of 
them achieving outstanding results (Dušan 
Džamonja and Ninoslav Kučan, Nandor Glid).130 131

Ill. 1 

“Anketa NIN-a – Jajinci (II)”, Nin, br. 379, April 6, 1958, 9.



tectural and landscape/horticultural ele-
ments, while paying special attention to the 
preservation of the authenticity of the for-
mer mass execution site.243 The competition 
attracted a total number of 34 competition 
entries, submitted by individuals and teams 
from various fields of practice. The projects 
rewarded by the jury, which was composed 
of 18 highly ranked politicians, intellectuals, 
and cultural workers from different parts 
of Yugoslavia, were innovative or even ex-
perimental solutions authored by domi-
nantly younger generation of architects, 
urban planners and sculptors. The success 
and importance of this competition, both 
in terms of the quality of works submitted 
and in terms of the public and professional 
interest it provoked, becomes even more 
evident if we place it in the context of other 
competitions held in those years. The feder-
al competition for the Monument to the Par-
tisan-Fighter, held in 1956, which was also 
supposed to be built in Belgrade, did not 
bring any awarded projects, and, as Heike 
Karge concludes, its failure was the result of 
several factors, including the pretentious-
ness of the “old masters” who refrained from 
entering competitions.244 However, a more 
important reason was the newly established 
confidence of professionals who dared to 
oppose the incoherent propositions and 
the non-transparency of the organizing 

243  oto Bihalji-Merin, ed. Jajinci : pov-
odom konkursa za idejni projekt spomenika 
žrtvama fašizma, Jajinci – Jugoslavija 
(Belgrade: publicističko-izdavački zavod 
Jugoslavija, 1958.), 85–86. For more about 
the competition and the history of the 
memorial site, see: sanja Horvatinčić, 
“povijest nemogućeg spomenika: izgradnja 
spomenika žrtvama fašizma u Jajincima,” 
anali Galerije antuna augustinčića, no. 
32–33, 34–35 (2015): 261–282.

244  Heike karge: sećanje u kamenu – 
okamenjeno sećanje (Belgrade: XX Vek, 
2014): 107–115.

body, namely, the special Committee for 
the Marking and Arrangement of Historical 
Sites of the People’s Liberation Revolution. 
It was in fact the first case of active op-
position from a professional organization 
– the Union of Architects of Serbia – which 
argued for the necessary cooperation 
between professionals and politicians on 
such organizational tasks. Indeed, most of 
the plans that this specially formed, high-
ly-ranked political Committee had for Yu-
goslav monuments failed, mainly due to 
their political exclusivity and unwillingness 
to keep up with expected democratic and 
open principles of public competitions.245 It 
confirms the thesis that monument-making 
in Yugoslavia, even when it came to tasks 
of utmost political importance, involved 
complex and dynamic processes based 
on negotiations and even open conflicts 
with the political establishment that, during 
the 1950s, still assumed it was able to fully 
control such practices.
However, many successful competitions 
for monuments, such as the one for Jajinci 
Memorial Park, did not result in the crea-
tion of monuments. The decisions would 
be postponed for different reasons, which 
are often today incredibly difficult to deci-
pher. Another federal competition for the 
same memorial site was organized in 1980, 
with a record number of jury members (35), 
attracting yet another generation of com-
peting teams of artists and architects. Fer-
vent discussions among some of the most 
renowned art critics, artists and architects, 
again filled up newspaper pages, with com-
mentaries spanning from appraisal to harsh 
criticism, including complaints coming from 
the former camp inmates’ organization.246 

245  ibid: 117-118.

246  “da mrtav junak živima kazuje”, politika 
ekspres, 1 February 1981, 6.; Bora pavlović, 
“Još jednom oko rešenja spomen-parka u 
Jajincima”, Borba, 26 Febraury 1981.

The final outcome was, however, the same: 
the winning project was set aside, and the 
monument, designed as the result of a di-
rect commission from Serbian sculptor Vojin 
Stojić, was finally unveiled in 1988.
After three unsuccessful attempts, the 1980 
competition for Jajinci Memorial Park was 
perceived as one of the symptoms of the 
“crisis of memorial production”.247 This ‘cri-
sis’ determined the fate of many ambitious 
memorial projects completed in the early 
1980s, such as the Monument to the Uprising 
of the People of Kordun and Banija at Pet-
rova Gora, or the nearby “Brotherhood and 
Unity” memorial complex on šamarica, both 
in Croatia. After being selected in a federal 
competition and constructed in the early 
1980s, the latter soon faced the economic 
reality and the effects of the gradual col-
lapse of the self-managed socialist system. 
This was manifested in the inability to main-
tain such memorial complexes, composed 
of monuments, hotels, museums, and other 
programs that needed constant manage-
ment and continuous financial support. After 
the memorial house at šamarica changed 
between several patrons, continually pro-
duced debt, and was unsuccessfully offered 
to all major hotel companies in Croatia, an 
offer by a private investor was accepted in 
1988.248 This investor decided to take a risk 
and embark on a family ‘memorial business’; 
an ambitious plan that was soon interrupted 
by the war and the collapse of the whole 
system, including the degradation of the 
symbolic references and ideological val-
ues these monuments and memorial sites 

247  Mirjana Živković, “Javna rasprava o 
konkursu za Jajince. privid protivljenja”. 
politika, 17 december 1980. 

248  the owner was Milorad popović, 
from the nearby town of Bosanski novi 
in Bosnia & Herzegovina. Josip Frković, 
“Memorijalac spašava privatnik,” Večernji 
list, september 30, 1989., n.n.

embodied. Symptomatically, the ‘memorial 
crisis’ that arose in the wake of growing eco-
nomic and political problems in Yugoslavia, 
seems to have been compensated by pres-
entation of those same monuments at major 
global art exhibitions, such as the Venice 
Biennale, where Yugoslavia was represented 
by major memorial projects from the 1960s 
and 1970s. 

BETWEEN DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES 
AND POWER POSITIONS

To an architect, a competition is not 
always about winning, but rather 
about the opportunity to engage in 
a high-profile discourse with other 
members of the design community. 
The open public competition is also 
an opportunity for young architects 
to make a name for themselves, to 
gain the recognition that is so es-
sential to building a practice. (…) A 
competition can also be a vital step 
in garnering stakeholder and public 
support for a project that may still 
be in need of funding and approvals 
in order to be realized. The compe-
tition, with its strong overtones of 
democratic process and meritocra-
cy, carries widespread appeal from 
a civic point of view, and also gives 
public officials many different crea-
tive solutions to the proposed design 
problem for very little upfront cost.249

Although all of the above could have ap-
plied to the prevailing attitude in the period 
and context investigated in this analysis, the 
views and attitudes on open competitions 
were far from in unison. The pro and contra 

249  Catherine Malmberg, ed, the politics 
of design: Competitions for public 
projects (princeton, nJ: policy research 
institute for the region, 2006), 3–4.132 133



arguments also depended on the structural 
positions from which those personally in-
volved in the process spoke, as well as on 
their own material and professional inter-
ests. What is more, they depended on the 
positions of power within the field of artistic 
and architectural production. Some of the 
most renowned names of Yugoslav memo-
rial production – each in their own gener-
ation – were keen to ignore or undermine 
the importance of democratic principles of 
competition and selection. Such attitudes 
often came from those among them – as 
the quantitative analysis will clearly show 
– whose structural position allowed them 
to skip tiresome and time-consuming com-
petition procedures, and enjoy the privilege 
of direct commissions for monuments. This 
kind of structural imbalance produced un-
democratic tendencies, cultural elitism, and 
the promotion of the idea of the “artistic 
genius”. Paradigmatic examples of such at-
titudes were Antun Augustinčić and Bogdan 
Bogdanović. Although they belonged to 
different generations and fields of practice, 
their structural positions were in many ways 
comparable, which seems to have been 
reflected in their shared negative attitude 
towards open public competitions. 
On several occasions, Bogdanović ex-
pressed his scepticism regarding the func-
tionality of public competitions, claiming 
they were good only for beginners and new-
comers: “I think that competitions don’t al-
ways give good results since usually, or even 
regularly, the mediocre projects win.”250 He 
confirmed that most of his memorial pro-
jects were commissioned directly, and ex-
pressed his belief that such tasks should be 
given to affirmed authors, because “when 
someone is given the trust and the credit, 
than it becomes not only an honour, but a 

250  Vasa kazimirović, “Bogdan Bogdanović: 
Umijesto strave opredijelo sam se za živ-
ot,” Vjesnik, 3 July 1966.

responsibility that must be justified”. Jour-
nalists’ questions regarding the rumours 
about the author being “backed by some-
one” were based on a controversy provoked 
by the lack of a regular competition pro-
cedure for the monument in Jasenovac. An 
open competition for this monument was 
never held, although several authors were 
invited to submit their proposals.251 As Bog-
danović himself claimed, only two projects 
entered the second round: his and the col-
laborative project by Zdenko Kolacio and 
Kosta Angeli Radovani.252 Such an unreg-
ulated and obscured procedure provoked 
many negative reactions from individuals 
and professional associations. After his first 
project for Jasenovac Memorial Area was 
publicly presented in Zagreb in 1963 (Ill. 2), 
the Croatian Architects’ Association sent a 
letter of protest to the headquarters of the 
Federal Union of Veterans of the Peoples’ 
Liberation War of Yugoslavia in Belgrade.253 
By listing positive examples – public federal 
competitions for monuments in Jajinci near 
Belgrade and Kamenska in Croatia – they 
advocated for adherence to more demo-
cratic procedures when it came to the se-
lection of the best projects for such impor-
tant memorial sites. It was yet again proven 
that non-transparent commissioning pro-
cedures could not pass by without public 
reaction and complaint. In this case, how-
ever, the quality of Bogdanović’s project and 
his professional renomé – despite criticism 

251  see the chapter “koncentracioni 
logor Jasenovac” [Jasenovac Concentration 
Camp] in: Heike karge: sećanje u kamenu 
– okamenjeno sećanje (Belgrade: XX Vek, 
2014): 193–244.

252  Vasa kazimirović, “Bogdan Bogdanović…”.

253  archives of yugoslavia, Belgrade. 
reg.: sUBnor (297). File: 24 (republički 
odbor sUBnor Hrvatska 1949.–1971.): „dopis 
saveza arhitekata Hrvatske sUBnor-u 
Jugoslavije“, March 19, 1964. 134 135

Ill. 2 

Bogdan Bogdanović’s project for Jasenovac memorial com-
plex, presented on 19 March 1963 in Četvrti jul, the weekly 
magazine published by the Federal Union of Veterans of the 
Peoples’ Liberation War of Yugoslavia.



coming from some art historians and archi-
tects254 – seems to have established enough 
authority for the realization of the project. 
It is possible, however, that this affair expe-
dited the process of the passing of the spe-
cial legal regulation of monument building 
in Croatia in 1968, a law by which compe-
titions for significant memorial events and 
people became obligatory, and by which 
juries were made to include professionals 
from the fields of art and architecture.255 
The laws regulating this particular matter 
differed from republic to republic, which 
produced different standards and practic-
es across Yugoslavia’s various constituent 
republics. The same year, the Regulation 
on Competitions in the Field of Architec-
ture and Urban Planning was also adopt-
ed.256 Although it was widely applied and 
called upon in the event of irregularities, 
the breaching of those rules had no legal 
consequences. This was likewise the case 
with the legal instruments that were aimed 
at protecting authorship. Affairs regarding 
Dušan Džamonja’s winning project for the 
Sremski Front monument and Igor Toš’s bat-
tle with the Committee for the construction 
of the monument at Petrova Gora – that will 
be discussed later in further detail – were 
perhaps the most notorious among these.
Interestingly, Croatian sculptor Antun Au-

254  see, for example: Matko Meštrović, 
“Bogdanovićev projekt za spomenik u 
Jasenovcu (1963).” in Matko Meštrović. od 
pojedinačnog općem (Zagreb: daF, 2005), 
127–128.

255  Zakon o podizanju spomenika historijskim 
događajima i ličnostima [Law on the Building 
of Monuments to Historical events and people] 
narodne novine. službeni list socijalističke 
republike Hrvatske, no. 1 (1968).

256  pravilnik o konkursima iz oblasti ar-
hitekture i urbanizma [regulations on the 
Competitions in the Fields of architecture 
and Urban planning] (Belgrade: savez ar-
hitekata Jugosalvije, december 20, 1968).

gustinčić – 22 years Bogdanović’s senior 
– had a response strikingly similar to his 
when asked to comment on the affair sur-
rounding the irregularities in the compe-
tition procedure for the Monument to the 
Peasant Uprising of 1573 in Slovenia and 
Croatia, in Donja Stubica, Croatia. In this 
case, the process was reversed: as soon as 
the results of this highly competitive federal 
competition – in which authors of younger 
generation triumphed – were announced, 
the recommendations of the jury were ig-
nored, and Augustinčić’s work was directly 
commissioned. The sculptor, who had long 
enjoyed an almost mythical status (in both 
pre- and post-war Yugoslavia) and who 
was strongly backed by the highest political 
circles, had never had any intention of run-
ning for the competition. Due to his previous 
personal relationships with the commission-
ers, he was unpleasantly surprised – and 
even personally offended – when the public 
competition had to be announced, due to 
the aforementioned new law on building 
monuments. The fact that the monument 
was being built in his native region almost 
certainly contributed to his personal mo-
tivation to undertake this project. On the 
other hand, he must have been aware that 
the status his monuments once had had be-
come seriously threatened by new trends in 
monumental sculpture which almost com-
pletely discarded figuration and narration, 
relying instead upon hybrid amalgamations 
of architecture and sculpture. When asked 
about the reasons for his failure to submit 
a work to the open call, he replied: 

It is not true that one really needs 
to run for competitions. There are 
different kinds of competitions… 
C’mon, tell Krleža, for example, to 
submit a novel for a competition. You 
wouldn’t ask that of him. Instead, if 
you’re interested, you’d commission 
a novel directly from him. Why? Be-

cause it is well known what Krleža can 
do, and how he writes, so if you com-
mission something from him, you are 
expecting to get something in his style. 
(…) Finally, I know very well what com-
petitions are. At best, they are an op-
portunity for the young and unknown 
authors; first and foremost, even if I 
did compete, everyone would recog-
nize me. What’s the point of anonymity 
then? All sculptors with a certain phys-
iognomy can be recognized.257 

Both Augustinčić and Bogdanović criticized 
competitions from their respective, comfort-
able positions in the system, secured by their 
long-term involvement in the social network 
of competition procedures, either as com-
petitors themselves – which for Augustinčić 
was already the case in the interwar period 
– or as prominent members of competition 
juries – as was the case with Bogdanović. The 
following analysis will, however, reveal some 
important differences in their structural po-
sitions which indicate to various strategies 
of attaining positions of power.
But after all, the regularity of a competition’s 
procedure primarily depended on the com-
missioners and investors, whose decision it 
was as to whether a federal or lower level of 
competition should be organized and car-
ried out according to the prescribed regu-
lations. Despite the assumption that on the 
local levels, where competitions were not 
obligatory, direct commissions were more 
common, some examples show that it was 
not exclusively the professional and political 
circles that guaranteed democratic pro-
cedures and highest aesthetic standards. 
On the contrary: since the decision-mak-
ers themselves were not particularly eager 
to adhere to or support such procedures, 

257  Josip Škunca, “antun augustinčić: 
Jedanput natječaj, drugi put ne”, Vjesnik, 
31 december 1970.

no wonder the competitions often failed 
or were perceived as corrupted. It was the 
direct stakeholders – local and political 
communities, veterans, former inmates, and 
countless individuals who participated in 
the financing – who were mostly engaged 
and interested in the process of selection, 
but were rarely given the chance to par-
ticipate in the decision-making processes. 
Some early examples – such as the Mon-
ument to the Husino Miner in Tuzla – show 
how citizens and workers were organized 
to discuss and collectively decide on the 
conceptual and formal aspects of monu-
ments.258 Decades later, an article about 
the competition for the Monument to the 
Liberators of Majdanpek in Serbia begins 
with the following statement: “Proof that a 
competition for a monument can be car-
ried out on the most democratic basis was 
shown by the citizens of Majdanpek and 
Donji Milanovac, who themselves voted for 
the proposals for monuments to revolution 
in those two towns.”259 The idea was to give 
everyone who donated money for the mon-
ument’s construction the right to vote for a 
project based on their own preferences. A 
competition was carried out in collabora-
tion with the Applied Artists and Designers 
Association of Serbia (ULUPUDS). In late 
1979, an exhibition of project proposals was 
organized, based on which the citizens of 
Majdanpek could select their favourites. 
The competition was not anonymous; all 
authors were present at the exhibition, and 
available to elaborate their ideas to the 
interested visitors. Slobodan Jovanović, a 
machine technician employed at the surface 

258  sanja Horvatinčić, “Monuments 
dedicated to Labor and the Labor Movement 
in socialist yugoslavia”, etnološka tri-
bina : godišnjak Hrvatskog etnološkog 
društva, vol. 44, no. 37 (2014), 176–177.

259  s. Jelić, “radnički dinar za spoeni-
ke”, Borba, 4th January 1980, 8. 136 137



mine at Majdanpek Minery stated that, “for 
the first time, as a citizen directly interested 
in a monument, I was put in the situation to 
vote for it. Since I am giving my own mon-
ey, I don’t feel indifferent as to what kind of 
monument is being built. I believe that every 
monument should be built in this way”.260

The responsibility for the Yugoslav “memorial 
landscape” as we know it today, was, in fact, 
very much in hands of jury members and oth-
er decision-makers whose importance has 
not been adequately addressed so far. This 
may not be accidental: regulations, proposi-
tions, and political decisions are not exact-
ly compatible with the modernist notion of 
autonomous, inspired artistic work, which is 
nowadays still associated with the prevailing 
notion of an “artistic genius”. Much the same 
as the very notion of a monument – “bur-
dened” with its necessary political function 
– competitions were a kind of blind spot of 
the high-modernist ideology. 

ExCEPTIONS, IRREGULARITIES, 
CORRUPTION 

To encourage, to spark, to fire up 
the creative potential of an archi-
tect, and to select the best among 
the best, this is the point of an ar-
chitectural competition. The com-
petition is the engine and the prior-
itizing mechanism that progresses 
the production of space. A tribune 
from which new thoughts are heard, 
a platform with a view into the future, 
a courtroom in which decisions are 
made according to, and despite, the 
laws, judged at the same time both 
objectively and subjectively.261

260  ibid. 

261  Milorad Macura, “Zapisi na marginama 
pravilnika o konkursima”, arhitektura – 
Urbanizam, no. 16 (1962): 51. 

As with every other competitive system, 
Yugoslav federal competitions for monu-
ments were based on arbitrary decisions 
at the hands of jury members. Examples 
of direct-democratic decision making, as 
with the Majdanpek project, were but rare 
exceptions. Although a strong consensus 
prevailed that aesthetic decisions should be 
in the hands of professionals and experts, 
one of the persistent problems regarding 
the decision making was what Milorad Ma-
cura described as “evaluating new ideas by 
old criteria. Then conventional work gains 
over the progressive. And this obstructs the 
rhythm and degrades the level in the devel-
opment of architecture and urbanism.”262 
The decision-makers were not, however, only 
professionals – juries were composed of di-
verse social actors, from highly ranked and 
local politicians, through representatives 
of war veterans, to public intellectuals and 
ordinary, low-skilled workers. It was the inner 
dynamics that decided on who would have 
the most influence in the final decision, and 
the “establishing of value criteria according 
to which juries selected and recommended 
architectural concepts was a complex field 
of dialogue between suggested architectur-
al ‘constructed realities’, and the represent-
ative professional judgments”.263 
The power relationships were indeed of-
ten beneficial for professionals, since the 
majority of jury members belonged to that 
group, and cultural workers and intellec-
tuals in general enjoyed a relatively high 
level of authority and prestige within soci-
ety. However, in contrast to certain other 
forms of cultural production in socialism, 
where decision-making processes were 
more covert, it is almost impossible to claim 
that memorial production as such had any 
kind of autonomy.

262  ibid. 

263  Šišković, architectural Competition 
practice, 184.

Another issue was that of the different 
types of social relationships that existed 
among and between actors participating 
in the process, which necessarily function 
as obstacles to what would ideally be con-
sidered an objective evaluation. This was 
even openly confirmed by some prominent 
members of juries, such as university pro-
fessor and art critic Grgo Gamulin who, in 
his polemic with Igor Toš over the compe-
tition for the monument at Petrova Gora in 
1971, wrote: 

The fact that all experts are ‘blocked 
by their positions and acquaintanc-
es’ is a well-known and completely 
natural thing, and has as little as 
possible to do with you, whose works 
have not been known. (…) Do you 
really think I can’t recognize com-
petition entries by Bakić, Džamon-
ja, Luketić? However, it is the matter 
of the highest possible objectivity, 
of the wider pool of affinities and 
knowledge, and this is why the jury 
membership is crucial, and it has 
proven to be so in this case also.264

Although the full reconstruction of ‘behind 
the scenes’ scenarios is a demanding and 
largely unattainable task for historians, 
quantitative analyses can contribute at 
least vague outlines of the general physi-
ognomy of the field. Federal competitions 
largely contributed to the professionaliza-
tion of the field of memorial production, 
which led to its gradual saturation. Per-
haps most vivid critical view of the problem 
of specialization in the field of memorial 
production was given by Croatian sculptor 
Kosta Angeli Radovani: 

264  Gamulin, Grgo. “nesporazum o spomeni-
ku. U povodu odgovora arh. igora toša.” 
Hrvatsko sveučilište, 13 october 1971. 

I have always expressed my suspi-
cion and lack of confidence towards 
the ‘specialists’. One does not make 
a monument as they would make a 
shoe or a pot. Each time, sculptural 
work brings different solutions, ex-
pressing different ideas. But those 
who work in ‘series’ never make mis-
takes nor do they encounter diffi-
culties like other sculptors do. Their 
works are always fully completed as 
installed with the greatest pleasure. 
This is what enables the use of tem-
plates for repeating the same tested 
solution, and, as the author moves 
in the magic circle of the same idea 
and expression, his collaborators 
become all those who want to get 
an instant monument based on the 
same, certified sculptural expres-
sion.265

Anonymity was often difficult to achieve if 
we take into account the growing number 
of specialized authors who regularly sub-
mitted their proposals for monuments. Still, 
the system of coded entries encouraged 
participants to experiment more freely, or 
even enabled newcomers or ‘underdogs’ 
to overshadow the ‘masters of the mon-
uments’. 
Competitions were usually organized 
through one stage. The second stage pro-
cedure would be introduced ad hoc, in case 
none of the awarded projects sufficed the 
requirements, a practice that does not 
comply with the generally accepted and 
prescribed professional rules for archi-
tectural competitions.266 The practice of 

265  radmila radojmović, “kosta angeli 
radovani: izgubjeno poverenje u konkurse?” 
Četvrti Jul, 22 January 1980, 12. 

266  in the regulated two-stage competition 
procedure, the first stage is meant for 
soliciting the ideas and the competitors 138 139



organizing limited competitions by invita-
tion was practiced throughout the observed 
period. One notable example is the closed 
competition for the monument celebrat-
ing the Battle of Sutjeska: the project by 
Miodrag Živković was selected by the jury 
as the best among the four competitors: 
himself, Stanko Mandić, Jovan Kratohvil 
and Boris Kobe.267 Since different models 
of competitions were never coordinated 
and regulated on the federal level, it gave 
way to manipulation of the procedure.
Perhaps the most controversial case was 
the competition for the aforementioned 
monument at Petrova Gora, Croatia. The 
competition was announced in 1970 as a 
standard single-stage, open, anonymous, 
federal competition. The names of the 
awarded projects – including the winning 
project by a young architect, Igor Toš, and 
collaborators – were publicly announced in 
press, and presented at an exhibition held 
in the Museum of the Revolution of the Peo-
ple of Croatia in Zagreb in July 1971. (Ill. 3) 
The jury gave their recommendation for the 
winning project to be realized. The idea of 
a second stage was introduced only a few 
years later, after the author of the winning 
project had already further developed and 
adjusted the project according to the re-

would remain anonymous, while the second 
would require more detailed plans for the 
final selection. Compare, for example, the 
regulation set by the international Union 
of architects. Guidelines Uia. Competition 
Guide for design Competitions in 
architecture and related Fields. accessed 
January 3rd 2019. https://www.uia-archi-
tectes.org/webapi/uploads/ressourcefile/32/
uiacompetitionguide.pdf

267  the jury consisted of the following 
members: Vlado Mađarić, Uroš Martinović, 
Bogdan Bogdanović, Branko Bon, Živa 
Đorđević, Milorad panić surep and dragi 
Milenković. “ocena konkursnih radova”, 
Miodrag Živković archives, Belgrade, 1964. 

quirements of the investor. His solution had 
by then already been publicly announced; 
the project in the making was even sup-
plemented by a visual identity based on 
Toš’s design, reproduced in the papers 
and official communication channels of 
the committee board.268 The construction 
of the monument according to Igor Toš’s 
project and the physical plan by Ante Ma-
rinović-Uzelac, was supposed to begin in 
1975, and be finished by July 1976, on the 
35th anniversary of the uprising of the peo-
ple of Croatia.269 The decision to carry out 
the second stage of the competition, which 
came about after a new Committee for the 
Building of the Monument was constituted 
in 1973,270 provoked an open letter from the 
author, who decided to speak out regarding 
irregularities in the procedure and copy-
right infringement issues.271 This sparked an 
official reply from the Committee,272 after 

268  a similar example of “branding” memo-
rial projects before the construction even 
started can be found for the monument at 
the syrmian Front near Šid. an icon of 
džamonja’s winning project at the compe-
tition was even drawn on a map of monu-
ments published along with the a guide to 
yugoslav monuments in osijek in 1975. see: 
Milenko patković, and dušan plećaš (eds.), 
spomen-obilježja narodnooslobodilačkog 
rata Jugoslavije. Vodič uz kartu. izbor 
spomen-obilježja narodnooslobodilačkog 
rata Jugoslavije (osijek: Glas slavonije, 
1975).

269  M.B., “spomenik na petrovoj gori 
1976.”, Vjesnik, 23 november 1973.

270  “konstitutiran dbor za gradnju 
spomenika na petrovoj gori”, Vjesnik, 
18 March 1973. as the president of the 
executive committee was appointed rade 
Bulat, and as the secretary Mile dakić. 

271  igor toš, “natječaj – samovolja ili 
društveni dogovor?”, Vjesnik, 16 March 1975. 

272  sekretarijat izvršnog odbora – odbora 
za izgradnju spomenika na petrovoj gori, 

which the author protested once again.273 
The controversy over this case has never 
been fully resolved, and the role of Igor Toš 
soon went into oblivion. The project itself, 
however, did not – Toš’s project seems to 
have served as an inspiration for Bakić’s 
second proposal. The similarity is especial-
ly noticeable if Bakić’s second project is 
observed in opposition to his first idea for 
the monument (Ill. 3). Besides the copyright 
issue, the second stage of this competition 
seems to have been problematic in some 
other aspects as well. Stevan Luketić – who 
was invited to participate in the second 
stage of the competition – wrote a letter 
of protest in which he refused the decision 
of the jury because, among other things, “it 
did not evaluate all three projects equal-
ly”, and allowed some participants to cor-
rect, change or supplement their projects 
according to jury members’ suggestions 
and objection after the deadline.274 Fur-
thermore, although it was an uncommon 
practice, the jury decided to postpone of 
the deadline on the request of Vojin Bakić 
due to the health problem of his son and 
collaborator at the project.275 The final de-

“tko gura privatni interes”, Vjesnik, 23 
March 1975. 

273  igor toš, “pokušaj prebacivanja odgov-
orinosti”, Vjesnik, 3 april 1975.

274  the undated, hand-written draft of 
the letter is kept in stevan Luketić’s 
personal archives. it is not clear whether 
the letter was ever sent and delivered 
to the Committee for the Building of the 
Monument to which it was addressed.

275  the document, dated 24 January 1975, 
by the Committee for the Building of the 
Memorial-object at petrova Gora, signed by 
rade Bulat, the director of the executive 
Board, and delivered to: Vojin Bakić, 
stevo Luketić, ivo Vitić, 16 members of 
the jury, and to the Headquarters of the 
Memorial park petrova Gora in Vojnić. 
stevan Luketić archives, Zagreb.

cision was made only in 1977 – this time not 
by the expert jury, but directly by the Com-
mittee for the Building of the Monument.276 
As Gamulin claimed, the “signature” of 
established authorities in the field of me-
morial production did not only became 
easily recognizable, but their initial inspi-
ration and their experimental approach in 
time often resulted with the same sort of 
repetitive solutions, so strongly criticized 
regarding Socialist Realist monuments in 
the early 1950s by the very same authors. 
In some cases, the same project would be 
successfully submitted to several compe-
tition calls.277

The professionalization of the field and 
the crisis of the institution of open anon-
ymous competition became most evident 
in the 1980s, when the practice of limited 
competitions (or competitions by invita-
tion) became more common. It seems to 
have better suited both the investor, who 
avoided complex procedures and put less 
money at risk, and the invited authors, who 
were financially compensated regardless 
of the competition outcome. After the re-
public competition for Dotrščina, organized 
in 1977,278 did not bring about a satisfy-

276  “rad V. Bakića najprihvatljiviji”, 
Vjesnik, 29 June 1977.

277  the winning project for the monu-
ment in Čačak was later rejected due to 
the fact that the authors applied the 
same proposal to several competitions: 
nikola J. Baković, “konačan odabir idejnog 
rešenja za projekat spomen-parka u Čačku,” 
izvornik. Građa međuopštinskog istorijskog 
arhiva Čačak, no. 33 (2017): 316. some of 
džamonja’s entries – for example, his his 
winning project for the syrmian front and 
the project proposal for donja Gradina – 
were only slightly adapted to new task. 

278  after a group of authors (Vojin Bakić, 
Josip seissel, silvana seissel, angela 
rokvić) were given a direct commission in 
the late 1950s for the first phase of the 140 141



design of the memorial park, the themat-
ic scope of the memorial area grew and 
required a new concept on which this com-
petition was based. see: spomen područ-
je dotrščina. natječajni radovi (Zagreb: 
skupština grada Zagreba; komisija za 
uređenje spomen-područja dotrščina, 1980).

ing result, the jury suggested organizing 
another, limited, competition with invited 
authors, “who have so far achieved most 
significant results in the design of memo-
rial parks/areas.”279 The authors selected 
for the next closed competition, a federal 
one for the Monument to Tito and Zadar’s 
Fight for Freedom in Zadar (1983), were al-
most identical.280 The results were unsatis-
fying as the authors’ ideas were, contrary 
to the intention of the invited competition, 
already exhausted.281 They offered predict-
able, standard solutions, while the younger 
generation of artists – who were critical or 
cynical of what they perceived as a privi-

279  the following nine authors were invited: 
kosta angeli radovani, Vojin Bakić, Zlatko 
Čular, dušan džamonja, Mladen Galić, Ljerka 
Šibenik, Zdenko kolacio, stevan Luketić and 
Branko ružić. each of them was required to 
submit one design for the central monu-
ment, one by their choice, and one alter-
native solution for another monument (the 
planned monuments had to cover nine thematic 
subjects). For the design of the entrance 
square and the memorial museum, the follow-
ing architects were invited: Mirko Bičanić, 
nevenka postružnik, Boris krstulović, neven 
Šegvić and ante Vulin. ibid.

280  the following authors were invit-
ed: kosta angeli radovani, Vojin Bakić, 
dušan džamonja, Zdenko kolacio, Branko 
ružić and Šime Vulas from Croatia, and 
Miodrag Živković and Bogdan Bogdanović 
from serbia. antonija Mlikota, “natječaj 
za spomenik drugu titu i vjekovnoj borbi 
Zadra za slobodu iz 1982. godine,” anali 
Galerije antuna augustinčića, no. 32–33; 
34–35, 2015., 302. 

281  i.o., “pomanjkanje etičkog i profe-
sionalnog odnosa”, Vjesnik, 8 Janaury, 
1983; Vjekoslav pavlaković, “slojevit a 
nedefiniran proctor”, Vjesnik, 8 January 
1983; s. ab., “natječaj za spomenik titu 
i revoluciji. sedam neuspjelih radova”, 
Vjesnik, 12 december 1982.

leged field of propaganda art practice – 
was professionally discouraged, and even 
personally unmotivated to participate in 
such projects. This also came about as one 
of the symptoms of memory politics crisis 
that resulted from the political crisis in the 
country during the 1970s, and especially in 
the 1980s. The economic situation (inflation, 
economic ‘stabilization’ campaigns, cuts in 
public financing, etc.), meant less money 
for costly and often unsuccessful competi-
tion procedures, including awards and jury 
honorariums. All illusions and ideals seem to 
have vanished, and pragmatism took over: 
the insistence on the principles of democ-
racy of selection with open, anonymous, 
federal competitions again – as in the early 
post-war period – became secondary to 
the preferred efficiency of the procedure 
and the quality of the results. The golden 
age of experimentation was over. 

QUANTITATIVE AND NETWORK ANALYSIS 

After defining the general framework, of-
fering a glimpse into the practical aspects 
and issues of competition procedures, with 
an emphasis on various issues associat-
ed with practical implementation of such 
democratic selection procedures, the sec-
ond part of the text will focus on the figures 
derived from a quantitate analysis of all case 
studies included in the study. Although still a 
relatively new and epistemologically amor-
phous filed, Digital Humanities provides re-
searchers with new tools, and encourages 
the extension of analytical scope to the mac-
ro-level, thus broadening our perspective 
beyond an isolated set of historical episodes. 
The advancement in digital technology make 
such endeavours more realizable, offering 
ever-more complex algorithms for describing 
and visualizing historical phenomena, and 
also facilitated the recreation of dynamic 
interrelations among people, objects and 
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Ill. 3 

The report on the winning projects for the Monument to the Uprising of the People 
of Kordun and Banija at Petrova Gora. Čovjek i prostor, no. 222 (1971).



events.282 This does not imply confinement 
or reduction to a positivist approach; on the 
contrary, digital tools enable research in the 
humanities to complement, supplement, 
amplify or correct the results of standard 
historiographical methods. Although simple 
data analyses have always been employed 
as technical tools for practically-oriented 
niches of art history, the recent development 
of computational technology has enabled 
the processing of bigger datasets, integrated 
into complex relational information systems. 
Network analysis has navigated the discipline 
toward social processes and their effects, 
thus imposing the necessity of inter- and 
trans-disciplinarity. As most theoreticians 
and practitioners argue, these new analyti-
cal techniques can affect the evolution and 
fundamental approaches of art history, or 
even radically transform its epistemological, 
theoretical, and interpretive scope.283 The de-
gree of ‘radicalism’, however, depends on the 
wider cultural and epistemological context in 
which digital tools are to ‘meet’ traditional 
approaches.  The most important value of 
quantitative analysis employed in the current 
study is, as Benjamin Zweig claims, 

[…] that they can problematize the 
weighty claims put forth by scholars 
based upon very small data sets. By 
displacing the centrality of excep-
tional works of art or individual bi-
ographies into larger networks, this 
approach can function as a research 

282  among the growing number of ti-
tles on the topic, see, for example: 
susan schreibman, ray siemens, and John 
Unsworth, a new Companion to digital 
Humanities (John wiley & sons, 2016).

283  nuria rodríguez ortega, “digital art 
History: an examination of Conscience,” 
Visual resources: an international Journal 
of documentation, vol. 29, no. 1–2 (2013), 
131.

method that raises new questions 
about historical events and as a po-
tential mode of historiographic cri-
tique. As the foundation for methods 
such as topic modelling and data 
mining, the quantitative analysis 
of art historical data can be both 
a challenge and a complement to 
the case-study model of practice.284

Yugoslav federal competitions, functioning 
as important intersections of various so-
cial actors and creative hubs from which 
new experimental approaches to the me-
morial genre emerged, do not only offer 
an insightful methodological angle for 
the critical historical analysis of memorial 
production, but can also critically inform 
art-historical periodization. As such, com-
petitions present a suitable case study for 
the analysis of a specific, task-oriented, 
multi-professional social network, based 
on the idea that the two main entities in the 
system – competitions as networking events 
and people with different roles (participant 
or jury member) – can be (inter)connected 
in various ways. 

METHODOLOGICAL PARAMETERS  
AND LIMITATIONS 

The timeframe of this case study (1955–1980) 
has been elaborated in the previous section: 
In the mid-1950s, federal competitions for 
monuments began functioning as platforms 
for experimentation of a younger generation 
of artists and architects, and competitions’ 
outcomes started to induce fervent critical 
discussions in the media. The beginning of 
the 1980s, on the other hand, marked the 
gradual decline of memorial production, 

284  see: Benjamin Zweig, “Forgotten 
Genealogies: Brief reflections on the 
History of digital art History,” digital 
art History Journal, no. 1 (2015): 45–46.

with this ‘crisis’ reaching its peak in the sec-
ond half of the last Yugoslav decade. As, 
under current circumstances, it would have 
been highly demanding, if not impossible, 
to collect data for all federal competitions 
held in the defined period, a representative 
sample consisting of 24 case studies has 
been formed. Three of these competitions 
lack full documentation regarding partic-
ipants.285 However, the decision to include 
them in the representative sample is inten-
tional and methodologically motivated, as it 
demonstrates the extent to which a shortage 
of information – as a common and unavoid-
able issue for most social and humanist re-
searchers – can affect the overall datascape 
and visualization of networks. Although this 
dataset can be expanded through further 
research, our estimate is that the given sam-
ple suffices for the outlining of some general 
features, and indicates certain conclusions 
about the social structure and networking 
models generated by the federal Yugoslav 
competitions for monuments during the 25-
year period studied.
In order to analyse this specific, task-ori-
ented, multi-professional social network, we 
will look at quantitative data and interrela-
tions between two types of network entities: 
events (competitions) and people (awarded 
competitors and members of juries). The 
data processing and analysis was done with 
the use of the CAN_IS database developed 
through the ARTNET project,286 while some 

285  there is no information on the 
jury members for the Memorial park 
“Brotherhood and Unity” at Šamarica. the 
Memorial park of the women’s Movement in 
skopje and Memorial at korčanica in Bosnia 
& Herzegovina, on the other hand, lack 
information about awarded projects. 

286  the results of the project are pub-
lished in this volume, while the frame-
work, methodology, and some preliminary 
results have already been presented in: 
Život umjetnosti (thematic issue: digital 

data visualizations were complemented 
with other open source programs (Tableau 
and Gephi). After all available data was 
collected from a combination of published 
and archival sources, it was inserted in the 
predefined categories, quantified, and/
or visualized as networks though specially 
developed algorithms in which the posi-
tion, size and colour of nodes and edges 
reflect a particular relational, categorical 
or quantitative attribute. My initial hypothe-
sis was that the results could offer some new 
insights into the phenomenon or that some 
of its hidden aspects would be highlighted, 
and that such results would open up new 
research questions.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS #I:  
COMPETITIONS

All competitions taken into consideration 
in this analysis were open, anonymous and 
conducted at the federal level, meaning 
that they were open to all citizens of Yu-
goslavia, while the entries were coded and 
evaluated by specially appointed panels 
of judges. The names of jury members had 
to be made public, as well as the authors 
and team members of awarded and pur-
chased works were in most cases publicly 
announced. For most competitions, it was 
also possible to reconstruct the total num-
ber of submitted proposals by using prima-
ry sources in the archives, or newspaper 
reports and interviews with jury members.
The diagram in Fig. 1 is organized as a time-
line featuring competitions organized in the 
period between 1955 and 1980. The size of 
squares translates as the number of sub-
mitted entries. The highest density of com-
petitions is evident in the period 1965–1971 
(marked with a yellow square), when a total 
number of ten competitions were launched 

art History, Ljiljana kolešnik ed.), no. 96 
(2016).144 145



in six years. In just two years (1969–1970), six 
competitions were held, with a total number 
of 232 projects for monuments competing 
(denoted by an orange square). It should be 
noted that these figures are far from com-
plete, which offers us a sense of proportion 
in terms of numbers of actors engaged in 
the production of monuments and memo-
rial complexes in socialist Yugoslavia. They 
are equally telling regarding the effects 
of the aforementioned process of profes-
sionalization and saturation of memorial 
production. In is interesting to note that 
some competitions were even held simul-
taneously: those for the Monument to the 
Peasants’ Uprising in Donja Stubica and for 
the Monument to the Victims of Fascism in 
Podhum (both held in 1969–1970 in Croa-
tia), or the competitions for the Monument 
at Mt Kozara, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and 
that in Kraljevo, Serbia (both held in 1970). 
Two side effects of such overlapping can be 
detected: On the one hand, the lower num-
ber and lesser quality of submitted works 
produced dissatisfaction from organizers 
and jury members, and competitions of-
ten failed or were postponed. On the oth-
er, however, it dissolved the concentration 
of ‘big names’, giving more space to the 
‘outsiders’. In the previously discussed com-
petition for the Monument to the Uprising 
of the People of Kordun and Banija, both 
of these side effects were manifested: due 
to the high popularity and historical sig-
nificance of the events that took place at 
Petrova Gora, the total number of 17 entries 
was considered to be relatively low, while 
the triumph of the 27-year old architect Igor 
Toš’s innovative solution definitely came as 
a big surprise. The outcome of the competi-
tion for the monument in Donja Stubica was 
similar: a number of sculptors belonging 
to the middle generation won high prizes, 
among them one female sculptor (Marija 
Ujević-Galetović). Due to the complex cir-
cumstances previously discussed, in both 

cases, the awards did not guarantee the 
realization of winning projects. 
Although, due to the incomplete list of 
competitions included in the analysis, their 
spatial distribution (Map 1) cannot bring 
any definite conclusions in terms of the 
geo-spatial policy of monument making 
in Yugoslavia, it is noticeable that a con-
siderable number of competitions were or-
ganized for monuments in urban centres, 
which were mostly dedicated to individuals 
or meant to represent abstract ideas (Ed-
vard Kardelj and Revolution in Ljubljana, 
Vladimir Nazor in Zagreb, Marx & Engels, 
Moša Pijade and the Park of Friendship 
in Belgrade, etc.). On the other hand, the 
competitions for the most important war 
memorial sites – located in uninhabited 
rural areas where historical events took 
place – attracted more interest and crea-
tive energy from the artists and architects, 
as is visible from the numbers of submitted 
proposals. 
.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS #II:  
AWARDED PARTICIPANTS

The geo-spatial distribution of the cities 
and towns from which awarded competitors 
submitted their proposals, their number 
indicated by the size of the circles, shows 
that the production was concentrated in 
the three big cultural centres of Yugosla-
via: Belgrade, Zagreb and Ljubljana (Map 
2). The disproportion between the number 
of projects submitted from the capitals of 
Slovenia and Bosnia & Herzegovina, for ex-
ample, confirms the importance of strong 
architectural and sculptural traditions as-
sociated with established art and archi-
tectural schools. This further indicates the 
difference in general artistic and architec-
tural production standards, but it may also 
suggest the significance of the ability to es-
tablish professional and personal connec-
tions with decision makers which was more 146 147

Map 1 

A map showing the distribution of planned or realized monuments for which competitions 
were organized. The size of the circle represents the total number of competition entries

Fig. 1 

A timeline of all competitions organized in the period between 1955 and 1980
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likely in bigger political and cultural centres. 
On the other hand, the number of authors 
from other republics’ or provinces’ capitals 
(Skopje, Novi Sad, Priština), or towns such as 
Maribor, Subotica, Čačak or Rovinj, proves 
that the efforts of cultural decentralization 
since the mid-1950 did have a certain de-
gree of impact on the quality of production 
in the peripheral contexts. Although it was 
difficult to visualize the inter-republic flow 
of works, the data presented confirms that 
federal competition continually played an 
important role in bringing projects from dif-
ferent parts of Yugoslavia to one table, thus 
contributing to the trans-republic (today 
international) exchange of ideas. It should 
be noted, however, that teams mainly con-
sisted of practitioners from the same city/
town, although there are several cases of 
networking among team members from 
different republics.
Another interesting result of the quanti-
tative analysis is related to the gender of 
awarded participants. Since this study is 
primarily concerned with social networks of 
all participants, and not with their individual 
roles in project designs, calculations were 
performed for all contributors in competing 
teams.287 Out of a total of 397 names fea-
tured in the publicly announced awards and 
purchases, 322 were male and 75 female. 
This means that about 19% of awarded 
contributors at federal competitions were 
women, mostly architects. This is somewhat 
surprising if we take into account the overall 
low percentage of women credited as au-
thors of this type of memorials. As the anal-
ysis for monuments in Croatia has shown, 
only about 3% of sculptors and 10% of ar-

287  the distinction between authors and 
collaborators on a particular project was 
not made for the purpose of this analysis, 
although it is indicated in the database 
itself.

chitects were women.288 This brings us to the 
conclusion that public competitions, which 
usually required bigger teams and often in-
volved collaborative practice, allowed more 
women to enter the field. However, while 
this reveals that female contribution was 
greater than expected, their contribution 
– i.e. female artistic/architectural labour 
– often remained invisible, as they would 
mostly participate in bigger project teams, 
with projects usually credited to men. Since 
most of the awarded competitors were ar-
chitects by profession, the fact that wom-
en in Yugoslavia were often specialized in 
landscape architecture – a profession that 
itself was undervalued – also contributed 
to their higher percentage in this field of 
production. While this may lead us to the 
conclusion that public anonymous compe-
titions were beneficial for female authors, in 
reality their contribution usually remained 
unrecorded or ignored. These figures do 
not only confirm the general notion of the 
gender bias in the fields of fine arts and 
architecture, but help us to attribute their 
causes to the structural limitations of the 
whole system.
Besides offering a general view on the types 
of professionals engaged in high-level me-
morial production in Yugoslavia, the quan-
titative analysis of the professional orienta-
tion of awarded participants gives rise to 
several other important conclusions (Fig. 
2). Of the total number of 378 participants 
whose profession could be identified, 77% 
were related to architecture, spatial plan-
ning and engineering (architects, urban 
planners, landscape architects, engineers, 
architectural technicians or students of ar-
chitecture). Surprisingly, only around 12% 
were sculptors, or around 18% were from all 
fine art professions, including professions 
such as painters and graphic designers. 

288  Horvatinčić, “spomenici iz razdoblja 
socijalizma u Hrvatskoj,” 118–119. 148 149

Map 2 

A map showing the locations and 
numbers of awarded participants 
at federal competitions for mon-
uments in Yugoslavia.

Fig. 2 

The total number and ratio of dif-
ferent professions of awarded par-
ticipants and jury members in fed-
eral competitions for monuments. 
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These figures would be somewhat different 
were we to look only at the signed authors 
of projects. Project documentation for more 
complex competition tasks, i.e. those that 
included urban planning, architectural 
drawings, and various presentational ma-
terials (photographs, models), demanded 
bigger and more heterogeneous working 
groups, often including architectural stu-
dio employees or trainees. This analysis 
shows that the highest level of memorial 
production in Yugoslavia was dominated 
by architects, whose pronounced interest 
in spatial relations and social functionality 
contributed to the typological innovations. 
This was already observed by art historian 
Matko Meštrović who, in 1961, after seeing 
the exhibition of the winning projects for 
the Monument to the Victory of the Peoples’ 
Revolution in Kamenska, Croatia, wrote: 

A very important positive fact is that 
architects are more frequently an-
swering to the task of designing and 
constructing monuments. This de-
rives from a more open, far-sighted, 
free and daring approach to monu-
ments; from the will to widen its ra-
dius, and the inner dimension of its 
temporal-spatial existence, being 
and radiance; from the ever more 
realistic anticipation of its concrete 
sense and lasting purpose. A monu-
ment is no more a head, a gesture, a 
figure; more and more often, a mon-
ument becomes a designed space 
which penetrates life in a more re-
alistic way. This last competition can 
show us how far we have gone on 
that path. If we are not satisfied with 
its results, we can be satisfied with 
this. 289

289  Matko Meštrović, “idejni projekti za 
spomenik u kamenskom (1961)”. in Matko 
Meštrović. od pojedinačnog opće (Zagreb: 

After discussing Branko Ružić’s and Vladimir 
Ivanović’s innovative project for a monu-
ment-school, he finished his inspired, op-
timistic report with the hopeful projection: 
“Indeed, soon we may be building schools 
at the place of future monuments.”290 While 
Meštrović’s prophecy did indeed come true, 
and functional monuments became more 
frequent in the following decades – be it as 
educational centres or touristic facilities – 
it was not merely because the architects 
answered the calls in greater numbers, but 
because the competition propositions re-
quired technical and urban planning skills. 
At the same time, they encouraged more 
integrative approaches that required ex-
perimentation, cross-disciplinary collab-
oration and innovation. 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS #III:  
JURY MEMBERSHIP

Seen from this perspective, the statistical 
analysis of the jury members’ professional 
occupations appears even more impor-
tant (Fig. 2). About 60% of the total of 239 
jury members were architecture (25%) or 
fine arts (18%) professionals, art histori-
ans, theoreticians and conservators (8%), 
or writers, journalists and other public in-
tellectuals (8%). The politics-related jury 
members comprised approximately 37% in 
total: 17% were active political figures, while 
the remainder were war veterans and state 
officials (ambassadors, military personnel, 
etc.). Some jury members had multiple pro-
fessional prerogatives, being – like Koča 
Popović, who presided the jury for the first 
competition for Jajinci – at the same time 
politicians, war veterans, poets, ambassa-
dors and public intellectuals. The statistics 
show that the majority of decision making 
in the field of memorial production was 

daF, 2005), 124.

290  ibid, 125.

controlled by cultural workers, predomi-
nantly by professionals active in the spheres 
of architecture, urban planning, fine arts, 
higher education and theory. The disparity 
between architects and artists is somewhat 
surprising, if not counter-intuitive: there are 
about three times fewer sculptors in juries 
than architects and urban planners. Land-
scape architects were relatively well repre-
sented, given their marginal role in the in-
terwar period. After the competition for the 
memorial park in Sarajevo was announced 
in 1966, landscape architect Smiljan Klaić 
from Zagreb wrote a protest note in the 
prestigious Zagreb-based architectural 
journal Čovjek i prostor, provoked by the 
fact that none of the 13 members of the 
jury were landscape architects or sculptors: 

The results of the competitions have 
so far shown that those solutions in 
which a harmonious composition of 
the park with buildings and sculp-
tures were the most successful. (…) 
We are deeply surprised by the fact 
that the “city of parks” announces 
a competition for a memorial park 
that will not be evaluated by any of 
our landscape specialists because 
none are sitting upon the jury. (…) We 
think that the problem of sculpture 
and its placement in the greenery is 
another specific issue, for the eval-
uation of which the selection of a 
sculptor as one of the jury members 
would be more appropriate than a 
painter. To conclude, it would be in 
the best interest of the quality and 
correct assessment of the competi-
tion entries, for which the city of Sa-
rajevo will give 5 million dinars, to 
extend the existing jury to include the 
aforementioned specialist for land-
scape architecture and sculpture.291

291  smiljan klaić, “natječaj za arhitekton-

Although Klaić’s complaint was not taken 
into account, the competition turned out 
to be unsuccessful, as none of the projects 
were awarded the first prize.292

The overall predominance of the more 
technical, pragmatic and problem-solv-
ing disciplines, such as those of architects 
and urban planners, is a logical yet rarely 
affirmed and analysed notion in the exist-
ing literature on monuments. This has, on 
the one hand, produced interdisciplinary 
collaboration, but it also explains the ten-
sions that were present between archi-
tects and sculptors, who felt threatened 
by architecturally pragmatic approaches 
and often more effective results. While 
some sculptors continued the old model 
of using architects as technical support, 
keeping a clear distance between the re-
spective contributions of both authors, 
others – usually the younger, post-war 
generation – successfully advanced their 
own practice through fruitful collabora-
tion with architects, urban planners and 
landscape architects, adopting the gained 
experience and knowledge, and using it to 
their own advantage – opening the ways 
towards new concepts and typologies. A 
third group, however, developed an an-
tagonism towards architects, claiming that 

many such architects allow them-
selves to go on adventures more 
than to something we could call 
successful explorations (…) trying 
to get beyond their bureaucratic, 
cliché manners, through which they 
paraphrase and repeat some solu-
tions that had originated in other 

sko-pjezažno-skulpturalno rješenje spomen-
park u sarajevu,” Čovjek i prostor, no. 148 
(July 1958): 5. 

292  n.n., “rezultati konkursa za spomen park 
na Vracima”, arH: Časopis društva arhitekata 
sarajevo, no. 9, vol. 3 (1966): 5–32.150 151



social, ideological, and even finan-
cial-economic possibilities and re-
lations.293

TOWARDS A NETWORK ANALYSIS 

The lists of the twenty most awarded and 
most connected authors, and most fre-
quent and most connected jury members 
(Fig. 3) gives an adequate transition to the 
network analysis. Its main purpose is not 
only to show the interconnections within 
the network, thus revealing the structural 
positions of individual actors, but also to 
indicate their various and multiple roles 
in relation to competitions, enabling us 
to visualize the complexity of this type of 
task-oriented, multi-professional social 
network.
From the gender perspective, it is inter-
esting to notice that among twenty most 
awarded authors there were four women, 
while no women were equally highly ranked 
within juries. On the other hand, the struc-
tural position of the Serbian female sculp-
tor Olga Jevrić is mainly determined by a 
relatively high degree of centrality. Some 
of the most famous authors of monuments 
were not eager to run for competitions, but 
their degree of centrality is nevertheless 
high due to their common participation 
in the decision-making processes, which 
not only confirmed their high social sta-
tus in Yugoslav society, but secured them 
constant and diverse contacts with various 
social agents, from politicians to impor-
tant professionals attending jury meetings 
from all over Yugoslavia. The most striking 
example is Bogdan Bogdanović, whose fre-
quent role in juries secured him the highest 
degree of centrality in the jury network. 
Similar can be said of Edvard Ravnikar, 
Ivan Sabolić, Josip Seissel, Zdenko Kolacio, 

293  stevan stanić, “posle konkursa: Bez priča 
i potpričica,” nin, January 25, 1981: 68.

Drago Tršar and Vojin Bakić, all of whom 
appear more frequently as jury members 
than as competitors. Some experienced 
architects and urban planners, for instance 
Fedor Wenzler, successfully balanced the 
two roles and ‘sat on two chairs’. 
Bogdanović’s presence in decision-making 
processes becomes even more apparent 
if connectedness with other jury members 
is observed (Fig. 4), or when his connec-
tions are highlighted within the whole 
network visualization (Fig. 5; coloured 
purple). When compared to the connec-
tions established by other actors with the 
highest number of awards or purchased 
works (Dušan Džamonja; coloured blue), 
and those of the person with the highest 
number of connections with other awarded 
participants (Aleksandar Krstić; coloured 
green), the extent to which Bogdanović was 
structurally embedded within the network 
is striking. 
Before the further discussion, which, based 
on these results, will focus on the analysis of 
the structural positions of two statistically 
dominant and (art) historically important 
figures – Dušan Džamonja and Bogdan 
Bogdanović – we shall give a brief synop-
sis of the general features of the network.

GENERAL FEATURES OF FEDERAL 
COMPETITIONS’ NETWORKS

In this analysis, we looked at two types 
of actors: awarded participants and the 
members of the panel of judges. In both 
cases, we are dealing with a limited num-
ber of people that form bipartite networks; 
either through participation in the same 
group of architects/artists whose project 
was awarded at the competition, or through 
sharing membership of the same panel of 
judges. The visualizations were generated 
from the predefined datasets inserted into 
the relational database. Depending on the 
parameters used and algorithms employed, 152 153

Fig. 4 

Diagram showing the numbers and ratios of the most-awarded and most-connected authors and jury members.

Fig. 3 

Ranking lists of the twenty most-awarded and most-connected competitors and jury members.
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we are able to generate different visuali-
zations. Networks can significantly differ as 
a result of whether we decide to limit the 
data to awarded participants, their mutual 
relationships and their relationships with 
competitions (Fig. 6a), or if only jury mem-
bers, their mutual connections and their 
connections with competitions are shown 
(Fig. 6b). From these visualizations it is clear 
that in both scenarios all competitions are 
well connected, most of them having mul-
tiple relations with other competitions, both 
through joint jury memberships and through 
the fact that the same authors were award-
ed. The network of participants, shown in 
Fig. 6a, has a wider diameter and is less 
dense, which indicates less cohesiveness 
among network members. The participants’ 
network, due to the nurturing of collabo-
rative and team work, is at the same time 
characterized by a larger number of small-
er, isolated groups of project teams. On the 
other hand, the network of jury members is 
denser, yet it features two groups which are 
conspicuously isolated. Those groups of jury 
members are linked to the competitions for 
monuments to Edvard Kardelj (Ljubljana, 
Slovenia), and to the Victims of Podhum 
(Croatia). The reason for this may be that 
the organizers chose more local actors, 
possibly also with the intention of attracting 
more local contributors. It is interesting that 
the ‘gatekeeper’ for the Kardelj monument 
was Slovenian architect Marjan Tepina, who 
was also a jury member for the monument 
to the Revolution in Ljubljana, while the 
gatekeeper for the Podhum competition 
was Grgo Gamulin, who, around the same 
time, also evaluated the works in the com-
petition for the Kozara monument, and who 
wrote extensively and self-reflectively on 
both of these decision-making experiences. 
However, for the purpose of generating 
the whole complex network featuring both 
datasets, a different software (Gephi) was 
used, because it offers more sophisticated 154 155
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Fig. 5 

The complete network with highlighted connections of Bogdan Bogdanović (purple), 
Dušan Džamonja (blue) and Aleksandar Krstić (green).; Generated with Gephi
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Fig. 6b 

The network of all jury members, mutually linked based on common 
jury membership, and individually linked with the competitions in 
which they participated as jury members.Generated with CAN_IS

Fig. 6a

The network of all awarded participants, mutually linked based on artistic 
or technical collaboration on project proposals, and individually linked 
with the competitions at which they participated/ Generated with CAN_IS
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visualization tools that makes the general 
reading of the network easier, while certain 
(set of) elements can be visually empathized 
and thus become more easily detectable 
(Fig. 7). In this network, both groups of en-
tities (competitors and jury members) are 
brought together. Different types of edges 
are distinguished by different coloured lines 
(pink – joint work on a competition entry; 
green – joint jury membership; light blue 
– participation in a competition as a jury 
member; yellow – participation in a compe-
tition as a participant), while the size of the 
two types of nodes (architectural competi-
tions and people) are ranked in size based 
on the degree of centrality. The nodes could 
not be differentiated by colour because 
many actors, as we have already shown, 
played dual roles throughout the period. A 
comprehensive reading of this visualization 
therefore requires decent knowledge of the 
profiles of the most prominent actors. 
The network itself is characterized by a high 
density in the central part, where the green 
type of edges – joint jury membership – is 
dominant. A series of smaller groups of teams 
working on joint competition entries are lo-
cated along the network periphery, indicating 
a low degree of centrality of those actors. 
The degree of centrality of blue nodes sig-
nifying competitions is especially interest-
ing. As expected, the first competition for 
the Jajinci memorial is located at the very 
centre of the visualization, thus statistically 
confirming the emphasized importance of 
this event in terms of establishing stand-
ards and anticipating the future trends in 
federal competitions. The centrality of the 
node indicates that the very same authors 
– for many of whom this competition was 
the first chance to become noticed and be 
rewarded for their innovative approaches 
– continued to be active within the field of 
memorial production in the following dec-
ades, either as competitors or jury mem-
bers. Similar can be said of other larger 158 159

Fig. 7 

The network showing all entities included in the relational database of 24 
federal competitions for monuments (1955–1980). Generated with Gephi. 
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blue nodes in the network, signifying the 
second competition for Jajinci, competi-
tions for monuments in Kamenska, Sremski 
Front, Petrova Gora and Kozara.

CENTRAL FIGURES IN THE 
NETWORK – THE CASE OF 
BOGDANOVIć AND DŽAMONJA

The second most central or dominant node 
in the visualization shown in Fig. 7 is Bogdan 
Bogdanović. Although Dušan Džamonja, due 
to the small number of collaborations and 
lack of jury participations, is characterized 
by a relatively low degree of betweenness 
centrality, he was the most prominent par-
ticipant, taking part in the largest number 
of competitions. We compared the back-
grounds and structural power positions of 
these two statistically prominent actors. It 
is, however, well known that both were high-
ly prolific authors in the field of memorial 
sculpture and architecture, retaining lead-
ing positions within the system throughout 
the period studied. How was it then possible 
that their structural positions in the network 
visualization were not more balanced? The 
answer lies in the fact that they employed 
different strategies for establishing and 
maintaining their power positions.
Dušan Džamonja (1928–2009) and Bogdan 
Bogdanović (1922–2010) belonged to the 
same generation. They both experienced 
the Second World War: the young Bogdano-
vić participated in it actively on the Partisan 
side, while Džamonja was a highly receptive 
witness to the horrors that surrounded him 
as a child. The creative work of both artists 
was deeply affected – or even determined 
– by their wartime experiences. Despite the 
fact they had different backgrounds – one 
trained as an architect and the other as a 
sculptor – both manifested a strong desire 
to cross the boundaries of their medium. 
This not only resulted in major differences in 
their poetic language, but early on brought 160 161

Fig. 8 

The complete network with nodes and edges of female entities highlighted. Generated with Gephi. 
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them both to the field of memorial sculpture 
that allowed for such kinds of experimenta-
tion. Although they had already been recog-
nized among most talented authors in the 
first half of the 1950s, the competition for Ja-
jinci memorial (1957) was a landmark event 
for both of them, and the only occasion in 
which they both participated as competitors. 
They established themselves professionally 
in early 1950s, both as outstanding, leading 
artists and architects of their generation. At 
this point, however, their careers took differ-
ent paths: Bogdanović became a member 
of the Faculty of Architecture in Belgrade in 
1953, thus beginning his life-long academ-
ic career that was crowned by the title of 
Professor Emeritus in 1987. His institutional 
power grew even stronger when he took on 
leading roles in professional organizations, 
such as the Yugoslav Union of Architects 
(1964), and when he became a member 
of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and 
Arts (1970, resigning in 1981). Džamonja, on 
the other hand, took the path of what today 
would be classified as a freelance artist. 
Interestingly, he managed to do so in a so-
cialist system in which there was no real art 
market. In part, presumably, this may have 
been possible precisely due to the system 
of public competitions in which he would 
regularly participate. After gaining enough 
experience, skills and confidence at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Zagreb and at Fra-
no Kršinić’s Master Workshop (1951–1953), 
he almost completely broke away from the 
existing hierarchical structures and prac-
tices of the art academy, and embarked on 
an independent career. Besides developing 
a successful international career, applying 
for numerous public competitions was his 
main strategy for developing experimental 
practice in open-space large formats, and 
maintaining an independent position within 
the Yugoslav art system. 
Despite different structural positions and 
strategies, Bogdanović and Džamonja were 

among the most dominant, prolific and well 
established names in the field of memorial 
production in former Yugoslavia. The ge-
ographic reach of their monuments was 
among the widest, but the commissions were 
obtained in different ways. While Džamon-
ja continued to enter public competitions 
throughout his career, Bogdanović aban-
doned this practice very early on, instead con-
tinuing to work through direct commissions. 
This is also clearly visible from their posi-
tions within two respective networks: that 
of the participants of the winning projects 
– where Bogdanović takes the central posi-
tion – and the network of the jury members, 
in which – surrounded by politicians, war 
veterans, public intellectuals and several 
other prominent architects and sculptors 
– Bogdanović looms as the central figure. 
His connectedness to the jury members at 
different competitions, and his continuous 
presence in decision-making processes, his 
social esteem as a public intellectual, critic 
and theoretician – all of these were crucial 
for obtaining direct access to commissions, 
thus bypassing the tiresome and often risky 
process of running for competitions. Zden-
ko Kolacio’s structural position and strategy 
was rather similar – although being one of 
the most prolific architects in this field of 
practice in Croatia, he also soon gave up 
on submitting project entries, and became 
a highly prominent figure within juries. 
The main difference between these two 
strategies of securing position within the 
system of memorial production depended 
on the material conditions. Džamonja as a 
freelance sculptor chose to earn his living 
by making art, and was thus forced to use 
every opportunity to acquire funding and 
honoraria. The dynamics of such working 
conditions allowed him to spend more time 
in his atelier, preparing the extensive and 
detailed project documentation. On the 
other hand, figures such as Bogdanović 
and Kolacio, who enjoyed great renown in 

society and were permanently employed at 
universities or urban planning offices, were 
invited directly. Their position was therefore 
privileged compared to those authors – 
usually emancipated freelance sculptors 
– who were highly dependent on the system 
of competitions. This also explains the ways 
in which Bogdanović’s structural position 
conditioned him to speak against public 
competitions. We must keep in mind that 
his deep involvement in the decision-mak-
ing processes made him highly aware of all 
corruptive, unregulated and problematic 
segments of that system. 

STRUCTURAL POSITION OF 
WOMEN IN THE NETWORK

 
In addition to conclusions drawn on the basis 
of gender-related statistics, the visualization 
presented in Fig. 8 is even more telling in 
term of female positioning within the whole 
system of federal public competitions for 
monuments in Yugoslavia. The red nodes 
and edges represent the positions and con-
nections of all female actors within the net-
work. It is clearly evident that the majority 
are located along the peripheral edges of 
the visualization, where women often com-
posed the majority of project teams. As the 
statistics have shown, women were pres-
ent in the field of memorial production to a 
greater extent than would be expected, but 
since they usually worked as collaborators 
upon projects that rarely won first prizes, they 
were neither professionally nor financially 
motivated to stay in the field of memorial 
production or encouraged to compete with 
their own proposals. Women with a higher 
degree centrality were often spouses of more 
successful and famous architects and sculp-
tors, with whom they worked in teams, like 
Mira Wenzler-Halambek, wife of Fedor Wen-
zler, and Mira Jurišić Krković, wife of highly 
prolific Serbian sculptor Momčilo Krković. 
The working conditions, unpaid labour, and 

other professional limitations derived from 
such artistic partnerships should be further 
investigated, but they certainly contributed 
to the structural obstacles women had to 
endure in their professional careers. On the 
other hand, the high degree of centrality 
of the sculptor Olga Jančić and Vera Hor-
vat Pintarić, prove that it was not impossi-
ble for women to become part of the de-
cision-making cliques. Despite the better 
social position of women in socialism, it was, 
however, much more difficult for women to 
meet the criteria and come to such positions: 
both Jančić and Horvat Pintarić, each in her 
own field of work, were completely devoted 
to their careers, achieved the highest pro-
fessional standards, and were internationally 
renowned and connected.  

CONCLUSIONS 

Digital Art History allows researchers to use 
new digital tools in order to include more 
actors, voices and (hi)stories in an analysis 
that has so far been constrained and lim-
ited by selective approaches and biased 
perspectives, dictated by the grand narra-
tive schemes of the Western world. Although 
the main objectives of digital art history are 
usually described in terms of quantitative, 
socio-cultural, spatial analysis, with a ten-
dency toward transnational and transdis-
ciplinary inclusion of all actors included in 
the creative process,294 this study has shown 
that the same methods can be equally ben-
eficial to the analysis of smaller-scale and 
localized phenomena. What is more, it has 
shown that, for phenomena such as public 
competitions, it is necessary to take into 
account not only those actors who crea-

294  Béatrice Joyeux-prunel, “artL@s: a 
spatial and trans-national art History 
origins and positions of a research 
program,” artl@s Bulletin, Vol. 1, no. 1 
(2012): article 1.162 163



analyses is the relatively high percentage of 
women among the awarded participants. 
However, coupled with their peripheral po-
sition within the network structure, these fig-
ures contribute to our understanding of the 
structural invisibility of female contributions 
to memorial projects. On the other hand, the 
centrality of some of female entities in the 
networks opens up further questions regard-
ing their role as gatekeepers in the social 
network. Such assumptions could, however, 
only be investigated through a more in-depth 
analysis and adequate qualification of the 
nature and quality of the interrelations be-
tween various entities.
Finally, as the very structure of this paper 
manifests, quantitative methods in human-
ities – regardless of advances in the digital 
technologies that support them – should be 
preceded by or built upon a substantial body 
of knowledge on regarding a certain histori-
cal phenomenon, not only so that researchers 
and readers are able to comprehend the level 
of its social, political and cultural complexity, 
but to improve awareness of the multiple nar-
ratives and the existence of personal voices 
hiding behind differently sized and coloured 
nodes and edges, located in abstract dia-
grams and maps. *
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tively participated in the process, but to 
juxtapose and overlap their collaborative 
networks with those networks generated 
in the decision-making sphere. As the first 
part of the analysis – based on qualitative 
approach or standard historiographical 
methods – has shown, jury members were 
not only crucial for making decisions; their 
structural position in the system of high-lev-
el memorial production significantly influ-
enced the dynamics and division of power 
positions, constantly challenging – or even 
threatening – the democratic principles of 
public competitions. Without paying at-
tention to jury membership, it would not 
have been possible to detect the division 
of power positions among certain promi-
nent authors, as we have shown in the ex-
amples of Bogdan Bogdanović and Dušan 
Džamonja. Competitions for monuments 
nevertheless managed to maintain a rela-
tively high degree of interest and compet-
itiveness throughout the observed period. 
Although participation at federal com-
petitions was limited exclusively to Yugo-
slav citizens, from today’s point of view 
these competitions can be considered as 
transnational networking vehicles. It is also 
important to emphasize the importance of 
quantitative logic in social network analysis to 
opposing the methodological nationalism295 
still present in most local art historical studies. 
Federal competitions were indeed the gen-
erators of the innovative and experimental 
development within the field of memorial 
sculpture and architecture in Yugoslavia, 
functioning as key organizational platforms 
that had contributed to the formation of the 
Yugoslav memorial landscape.
The social network generated and analysed 
for the purposes of this study is but an initial 
survey of potential further exploration of the 
possibilities offered by digital tools. It has 

295  For the genesis of the term, see: 
ibid, 11.

shown that pubic competitions are apt for 
quantitative and network analysis. The exist-
ing network could be expanded both in terms 
of its quantitative scope – which would require 
further archival research – and in analysing 
and quantifying the nature and complexity of 
entities’ interrelations. In more general terms, 
this study has indicated the analytic potential 
for using competitions as suitable angles for 
examining the intersections and overlapping 
of the fields of art/architecture and politics 
in the post-war period.
Several clear advantages can be outlined in 
the results of such an approach to the phe-
nomenon of public competitions for mon-
uments. With substantial knowledge on the 
historical background of the phenomenon, 
it enables a rapid shift between micro- and 
macro-story perspectives. The automatic 
data calculation and visualization makes 
all actors, regardless of their symbolic sta-
tus, equally visible within the network, thus 
reducing the possibility of biased historio-
graphical approaches. The visualizations can 
outline collaborative models that lie behind 
the production of a monuments or memori-
al complex, making visible the multitude of 
actors and professions included in this field 
of production, as well as creative collabo-
rations that have, for various reasons, been 
forgotten or overlooked. Such an unbiased 
perspective on the position of individuals 
within larger social networks contributes to a 
fuller understanding of the phenomenon, and 
to the demystification of the role of “artistic 
genius” in the process of monument making, 
without undermining the creative potentials 
of individual artists and architects. Not only 
does team work become more evident in such 
representation, but so does the structural po-
sition of the “big names” within the network. 
Their roles in decision-making processes 
open up yet another critical perspective on 
the preferred and/or self-declared artistic 
autonomy of the modernist artist. Among 
the most rewarding findings of the statistical 164 165
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